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The town of Brookline is located on the tribal homelands of the Massachusett people. I 

acknowledge the continuing presence of the Massachusett and the neighboring Wampanoag 

and Nipmuc peoples in my town, as well as the Indigenous peoples represented here. The 

Massachusett tribe are the descendants of the original people that the English invaders first 

encountered in what is now the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. Tribal members continue 

to survive as Massachusett people through the retention of their oral traditions. Theirs is 

the Indigenous nation from whom the present-day Commonwealth of Massachusetts took its 

name. I also acknowledge the two federally recognized tribes within Massachusetts: the 

Wampanoag Tribe of Gay Head (Aquinnah) and the Mashpee Wampanoag Tribes.

https://www.firstnations.org/

https://www.firstnations.org/


Metadata is data that provides information about other 

data, but not the content of the data, such as the text of 

a message or the image itself. There are many distinct 

types of metadata, including:
• Descriptive metadata

• Structural metadata

• Administrative metadata

• Reference metadata

• Legal metadata

• Statistical metadata

(Wikipedia)

What is metadata?



“A persistent identifier is a long-lasting reference to a 

document, file, web page, or other object.” (Wikipedia)

PIDs are an essential component of metadata

AND

PIDs have their own associated metadata

Open PIDs = open metadata

Persistent identifiers, aka PIDs
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• People: Open Researcher & Contributor ID (ORCID), 

International Standard Name Identifier (ISNI)

• Places: Research Organization Registry (ROR), 

Ringgold, Crossref Funder Registry 

• Things:

• Digital Object Identifiers (DOIs) for outputs, 

grants, eg, CrossRef, DataCite, etc 

• Research Activity Identifiers (RAiDs) for projects

• And more!

There’s a PID for that! 



• Good - proprietary PIDs: must resolve to enough 

information to help determine uniqueness and can be 

shared under a CC0 license 

• Better - open PIDs: open/community governance, and 

openly available (including metadata) 

• Best - FAIR PIDs: open PIDs that can also be used to 

discover open, interoperable, well-defined metadata 

containing provenance information in a predictable 

manner

Open vs proprietary PIDs 



Persistent identifiers (especially open PIDs):

• Enable interoperability

• Improve discoverability

• Increase efficiency

• Support recognition

• Build trust through transparency

The power of PIDs



PIDs enable interoperability



PIDs improve discoverability



PIDs increase efficiency

“Based on current levels of PID adoption for articles (DOIs) 

and people (ORCID IDs), there are significant benefits

—including cost savings—to establishing a national PID 

consortium, estimated at £5.67M over the course of five 

years, if PID adoption targets of 67% by year 3 and 85% by 

year 5 can be met.”

Brown, Josh, Jones, Phill, Meadows, Alice, Murphy, Fiona, & Clayton, Paul. (2021). UK PID Consortium: 

Cost-Benefit Analysis (1.0). Zenodo. https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.4772627

https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.4772627


PIDs support recognition



PIDs build trust through transparency



https://morebrains.coop/pidcycle/

https://morebrains.coop/pidcycle/


• The PID Forum - https://pidforum.org/

• Crossref - https://crossref.org

• DataCite - https://datacite.org

• ORCID - https://orcid.org

• ROR - https://ror.org

• RAiD - https://ardc.edu.au/services/identifier/raid/

• TENET South Africa ORCID Consortium -

https://www.tenet.ac.za/services/orcid

Some PID links 

https://pidforum.org/
https://crossref.org
https://datacite.org
https://orcid.org
https://ror.org
https://ardc.edu.au/services/identifier/raid/
https://www.tenet.ac.za/services/orcid


Thank you!

ameadows@niso.org

alice@morebrains.coop

@alicejmeadows
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https://twitter.com/alicejmeadows?lang=en


Academy of Science of South Africa (ASSAf)

ASSAf Research Repository http://research.assaf.org.za/

B. Academy of Science of South Africa (ASSAf) Events I. Other

2022

National Scholarly Book Publishers’

Forum (NSBPF) Conference: Local

content, global reach: the value of

South African scholarly publishers

Academy of Science of South Africa (ASSAf)

Academy of Science of South Africa (ASSAf)

Academy of Science of South Africa (ASSAf) (2022) National Scholarly Book Publishers’

Forum (NSBPF) Conference: Local content, global reach: the value of South African

scholarly publishers. Available at: http://hdl.handle.net/20.500.11911/246
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